Two experiments are reported which examined whether information specifying consonantidentity was available in brief segments at the offsets of vowel-consonant syllables. The first experiment employed a classification task in which the subjects were required to sort eight synthetic stimuli composed of two stop consonants, fbi and Id/, in four vowel environments. It was found that the subjects' responses were best described by a classification strategy based on overall acoustic similarities between the stimuli. It was hypothesized that these acoustic similarities could be predicted by averaging the frequencies of the second and third formants at offset. A perceptual learning task was used in Experiment 2. Although the salience of the acoustic similarities was again evident, the results also indicated that the subjects were able to learn classification schemes based on acoustic-phonetic similarities. Subjects made fewer errors in learning to sort the stimuli by both consonant-identity and vowel-similarity rules in comparison to an arbitrary division when all of the formants were left intact. These data are interpreted as an indication that brief segments of speech contain invariant cues to phonetic identity and that the salience of phonetic classifications increases as the sounds retain more of the information found in speech.
found that the subjects' responses were best described by a classification strategy based on overall acoustic similarities between the stimuli. It was hypothesized that these acoustic similarities could be predicted by averaging the frequencies of the second and third formants at offset. A perceptual learning task was used in Experiment 2. Although the salience of the acoustic similarities was again evident, the results also indicated that the subjects were able to learn classification schemes based on acoustic-phonetic similarities. Subjects made fewer errors in learning to sort the stimuli by both consonant-identity and vowel-similarity rules in comparison to an arbitrary division when all of the formants were left intact. These data are interpreted as an indication that brief segments of speech contain invariant cues to phonetic identity and that the salience of phonetic classifications increases as the sounds retain more of the information found in speech.
For many years there has been much debate concerning whether speech contains invariant cues which allow the listener to abstract the phones that compose a particular utterance. On the basis of evidence drawn from analyses of sound spectrograms, Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, and Studdert-Kennedy (1967) argued that there were no invariant acoustic properties of each phone which signaled its presence in all contexts. For example, spectrographic analyses revealed that the formants for a phone such as Idl varied greatly across different vowel contexts. Thus, Liberman et al. suggested that the coarticulation of consonants with adjacent vowels makes it impossible to isolate consonants in the speech stream. However, recent advances in understanding the physiology and psychophysics of the auditory system have led to the development of new ways of analyzing the speech signal. These alternative ways of analyzing the speech signal have rekindled interest in the existence of possible acoustic invariants for phones (e.g., Kewley-Port, 1980 , 1983 Searle, Jacobsen, & Rayment, 1979; Stevens & Blumstein, 1978 . Blumstein (1978, 1981; Blumstein & Stevens, 1979) presented an approach based on constraints on the acoustic signal imposed during speech production by the articulatory system. For instance, since the burst and formant transitions of a prevocalic stop consonant are We wish to acknowledge the assistance provided to the second author through a grant from N.I.C.H.D. (HD 15795) . We would also like to thank Steven Keele, Alvin Liberman, Michael Posner, lames Sawusch, Linda B. Smith, and especially Deborah Kemler Nelson for comments they made on earlier versions of the present manuscript. Requests for reprints should be sent to Peter W. Jusczyk, Department of Psychology, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403. 93 produced by the same articulatory gesture, Stevens and Blumstein chose to look for an acoustic invariant of the consonant in a 1O-20-msec time window that integrated information from this section of the speech signal, which they called "integrated" cues. Through this method of analysis, a set of templates were derived to capture the essential and invariant characteristics of particular phones. Although promising as an initial approximation (85% correct classification for the prevocalic consonants), the templates failed to approach the near-perfect identification rates achieved by humans in everyday perceptual experience. In addition, the templates were not particularly successful with postvocalic consonants (76% correct).
A different approach has been employed by KewleyPort (1980 KewleyPort ( , 1983 , Searle et al. (1979) , and Zwicker, Terhardt, and Paulus (1979) . Rather than integrating the acoustic information across the whole consonantal portion of the sound, these researchers have emphasized the continuously changing energy distribution by sampling the signal at shorter intervals (e.g., every 5 msec). Through this method, Kewley-Port and her collaborators (1983; Kewley-Port, Pisoni, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1983 ) have identified a number of primary and secondary features which appear to be invariant as to place of articulation for stop consonants.
Regardless of the success of these latest attempts to identify acoustic invariants, it remains to be demonstrated that the human auditory system makes use of such cues in the natural processing of speech. As Jusczyk, Smith, and Murphy (1981) point out, "A description of the speech signal in terms of some invariant physical properties will provide a successful account of speech perception only insofar as it isolates those properties on which the perCopyright 1985 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
ceiver operates" (p. 11). Thus, any attempts to explain speech perception in terms of the detection of invariant acoustic properties must not only demonstrate the existence of such properties, but also show that these properties are the relevant ones for the perceiver (see also Dorman, Studdert-Kennedy, & Raphael, 1977) .
One empirical link between the search for invariants in the acoustic signal and the psychological process of speech perception is provided by research that addresses the success of perception when the information available in the acoustic stimulus is limited to durations comparable to those for the proposed spectral templates. To the extent that the perceiver is able to assign such limitedduration segments to the appropriate phonemic categories, one can claim that the invariant acoustic cues in such segments are indeed psychologically relevant. Several investigators have examined how well subjects can identify the place of articulation when presented with only brief segments of monosyllables. For example, Stevens and Blumstein (1978) found that subjects were successful in identifying the consonant for 90% of consonant-vowel (CV) stimuli when both the burst and formant transitions were left intact. Removal of the bursts only reduced the accuracy rates to 81 %. Subsequently, Blumstein and Stevens (1980) confirmed that stimulus duration had little effect on subjects' performance. High identification rates were obtained even with stimuli as short as 10 msec. Similarly, in another study using truncated speech stimuli, KewleyPort (1980) found that accuracy rates reached 95 % for the identification of 20-msec stimuli derived from natural speech tokens. ' Although these results are consistent with the view that there are invariant acoustic cues for stop consonants available to the perceiver, the labeling tasks used in these experiments were highly constrained with regard to possible response categories." A more conservative measure was employed by Jusczyk et al. (1981) , who used a mixed set of consonant-vowel (CV) syllables and a free classification task. They generated eight synthetic syllables by combining fbi and Idl with four vowels (lei, Iii, 10/, I?J'/) . In addition, two sets of 30-msec-duration truncated speech stimuli were derived from these syllables: A full formant set produced by truncating the syllables at the point at which the formant trajectories attained their steady state values, and a two-formant set that included only the second and third formants. The latter set was of interest because the acoustic properties of the other formants are the same for Ibl and Id/. Hence, any differential acoustic in-. formation regarding the identity of the stop consonants might be expected to lie within the region of the second and third formants. Jusczyk et al. (1981) found that some subjects did spontaneously classify both the syllables and the truncated fullformant stimuli into two categories corresponding to the phonemic labels Ibl and Id/. This result suggested that, within the truncated full-formant stimuli, there are psychologically relevant cues sufficient to identify stop consonants.
Additional support for this view came from another experiment reported by Jusczyk et al. (1981) , which was designed to investigate whether subjects could learn various rules for grouping each set of stimuli. Two of these rules required phonetic groupings: consonant-identity (fbi vs. Id/) and vowel-similarity (Iii, lei vs. I?J'I, 10/) . This grouping, which was one that emerged in subjects' spontaneous classification of the stimuli in earlier experiments, corresponds to a front versus back vowel distinction. By contrast, the third rule imposed an arbitrary grouping of the stimuli (i.e., one with no phonetic basis). For present purposes, the critical result was that subjects learned the consonant-identity rule significantly better than the arbitrary one for the syllables and the full-formant truncated stimuli, although not for the two-formant versions of these stimuli. Jusczyk et al. interpreted these findings as an indication that there are sufficient cues to consonant-identity in the truncated full-formant versions of the syllables but not in the two-formant ones despite the fact that the latter, nominally, includes the same acoustic information as do syllables. Accordingly, they argued that it was likely that the relationship between the formants, rather than the absolute values of formants, was crucial to the listener's perception of stop consonants.
Although recent efforts to uncover invariant acoustic properties for stop-consonant segments are encouraging, whatever successes have been achieved are almost exclusively limited to stops in syllable-initial positions. Attempts to provide templates for stops in syllable-final position have been considerably less successful (e.g., Blumstein & Stevens, 1979) . In this respect, the lack of success up to now may be attributable to a variety of factors, including inadequate templates or even the possibility that there are no such acoustic invariants usable by the perceiver. One way of exploring this issue is to determine whether perceivers are able to employ information from brief segments of speech at the ends ofVC syllables in order to group the segments according to consonant identity (e.g., Ibl vs. Id/). Although an investigation of this sort would not provide a description of the specific acoustic cues that the perceiver was operat-. ing on, it would at least indicate whether there was sufficient information in such brief segments to specify consonant identity. Accordingly, the primary impetus for the present study was to employ the methods of Jusczyk et al. (1981) to examine whether listeners could utilize information in the formant transitions of VC syllables to determine consonant identity. In addition, we also wished to clarify the basis for the predominant classification pattern that Jusczyk et al. (1981) found in their study, As noted above, Jusczyk et al. observed that the subjects' preferred grouping scheme, with both the syllables and truncated stimuli, corresponded to a front-back vowel distinction. For this reason, they suggested that subjects were responding to phonetic qualities of the stimuli such as vowel similarity. However, an alternative possibility is that subjects responded to some more general acoustic property, such as overall pitch at stimulus offset. By employing VC stimuli in the present study, it was possible to observe whether subjects were more prone to group the stimuli according to perceived vowel qualities or to overall pitch at offset.
EXPERIMENT 1
One test of the psychological relevance of any acoustic invariants in brief speech segments is to present the listener with a variety of different stimuli and have him or her group the stimuli into categories. If invariant information concerning phonetic identity is particularly salient, then the listener might be expected to form groups on this basis. Hence, the first experiment employed a classification task in which subjects heard a variety of different stimuli and were asked to assign them to two groups.
Following Jusczyk et al. (1981) , we focused on the stop consonant pair Ibl and Idl in four different vowel contexts (Iii, lei, 10/) . The vowel contexts were chosen to maximize differences in the relationships among the first, second, and third formants in order to provide the strongest possible test of potential invariant cues to the final consonants. Three types of stimuli were employed: VC syllables without release bursts, truncated full-formant versions of these syllables (containing the last 30 msec of each formant), and truncated two-formant versions of the syllables (containing the last 30 msec of the second and third formants only). Full VC syllables were included, since it was expected that subjects might easily sort these stimuli into categories based on the identity of their final consonants. The truncated full-formant stimuli were employed to examine whether there was invariant information in the final formant transitions which specifies consonant identity for the perceiver. The truncated twoformant stimuli were chosen as a further test of Jusczyk et al.'s claim that it is the relationship among the formants, and not merely the spectral frequency values of the second and third formants, that is critical for determining stop consonant identity.
Finally, as noted above, the predominant grouping strategy followed by subjects in the study by Jusczyk et al. could be based on either vowel similarity or the overall pitch at offset. In the present experiment, these two bases for classification were unconfounded. As before, a tendency to employ a vowel-similarity strategy would lead subjects to put libl, lidl, leb/, 1001 into one group and loctl, lobi, I a-d/, I a'bl into the other. 3 However, a grouping according to overall pitch at offset would result in the groups leb /, lobi, lodl, Ia'bl (low pitch) and libl, lidl, 1001, I a'dl (high pitch) . 4 Method Stimuli. The stimuli consisted of eight synthetic syllables (lib/, lid/, leb/, led/, lobi, lod/, I?!'b/, l?!'d/) plus two truncated versions of each. All stimuli were prepared on a LSI 11/23 computer in the Speech Perception Laboratory at the University of Oregon, and were generated with the cascade-parallel synthesizer designed by Klatt (1980) and modified by Kewley-Port (1978) . Eight natural speech tokens spoken by P. W.J. served as models for constructing the syn-thetic syllables. The natural speech tokens were analyzed by the VOCODE program developed by Mertus (1982) which computes the frequency, bandwidth, and amplitude of the first four formants at 5-sec intervals by using a 26-msec time window.
The syllable stimuli were all generated without final release bursts and were equated for overall duration (295 msec) and pitch contour. The latter had an initial value of 121 Hz, rose to a peak of 125 Hz after 45 msec, and then fell linearly to a terminal value of 100 Hz. The amplitude of voicing had an initial value of 50 dB, rose to a peak value of 66 dB after 20 rnsec, and then dropped only slightly to 65 dB across the duration of the stimulus. This control of amplitude contours was done to avoid the possibility that the final formant transitions would be obscured by reductions in voicing amplification.
Syllables sharing a common vowel (e.g., libl and lid/) were equated in all respects except for their second-and third-formant transition values. Table 1 presents the values of the first-, second-, and third-formant values sampled at four points in the duration of each synthetic syllable. To insure that the synthetic syllables were accurate representations of real speech sounds, an identification test was conducted. The eight synthetic syllables were each presented 10 times in a random order to 10 subjects. The subjects were given eight labels (4'eb,~' "ed,' "eeb,' "eed,' "ob,' "ad," "erb,' "erd") and asked to identify each stimulus. The overall correct identification rate was 95.9% for the eight synthetic stimuli, ranging from a low of85% for libl to a high of 100% for I?!'bl and l?!'dl.
The truncated full-formant stimuli were produced by removing the first 265 msec of each syllable, at which point the transitions of first, second, and third formants began. Thus, the truncated stimuli were 30 msec in duration. The relevant formant trajectories are, of course, identical to those of the full syllables and are displayed in the last two columns of Table 1 . Moreover, since the full-formant stimuli are merely abbreviated versions of the complete syllables, the spectrum for a given truncated full-formant stimuli is identical to that of the offset spectrum of the syllable from which it is derived. The truncated two-formant stimuli were generated by removing the first-, fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-formant information. Since the removal of this information can result in a drastic change in the amplitude relations between the second and third formants, measurements of the amplitudes of the transition portions of these formants were made from each syllable using the VOCODE program devised by Mertus. The two-formant patterns were then generated on the parallel branch of the Klatt synthesizer, taking care to maintain the appropriate amplitude relations of the formants throughout the duration of the stimuli. Owing to the lack of acoustic energy in the regions of the first, fourth, fifth, and sixth formants, the spectra for the two-formant patterns differ considerably from those of the syllables and truncated full-formant patterns.
The stimuli were converted to analog form in real time via a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter, low pass filtered at 4.8 kHz.
Subjects. Thirty-six undergraduates at the University of Oregon served as subjects in the experiment. All were native speakers of English and reported no history of either speech or hearing disorder. The subjects received either course credit or $3 for participating in the experiment.
Procedure. The subjects were tested in groups ranging in size from two to six subjects. Each individual was seated at a partially enclosed booth equipped with a set of TDH-39 headphones and a response box. All of the sounds were presented on line by an LSI 11123 computer. The order of presentation was always randomly determined within a series of the eight stimuli for a given condition. The sounds were separated by a 4-sec response period. The volume was adjusted with reference to a sound-level meter (Quest Electronics Model 215) so that the stimuli were played at a level of approximately 72 dB (A) SPL. Responses were recorded on line by the registration of which of two response buttons each subject pressed during the response period.
An equal number of subjects were assigned randomly to each of six experimental conditions. These conditions constituted a 3 x 2 factorial design in which one factor was stimulus type (syllables, full-formant stimuli, or two-formant stimuli) and the other factor was instruction ("form two groups" or "form two groups based on the final position similarities"). Depending on their test condition, subjects were instructed that they would be hearing syllables or brief segments of eight different speech sounds and that they would have to sort the sounds into two groups. The subjects in the final-position conditions were told to form two groups by focusing on similarities in the final portion of each sound. The subjects in the other instruction conditions were simply directed to form two groups by •'putting together the stimuli which sound the most alike. " For subjects presented with the truncated stimuli, it was reiterated that the stimuli were shortened versions of speech sounds. Following Nusbaum, Schwab, and Sawusch (1983) , we hoped to encourage the subjects to use whatever linguistic information was available in the truncated stimuli.
The subjects then heard each of the eight sounds of the stimulus set to which they were assigned so that they might familiarize themselves with the stimuli. Following this, the subjects were directed to listen carefully to two more series of the eight test items and begin sorting the stimuli into two groups by pressing response keys labeled "1" and "2." These responses were recorded and scored by the computer. The subjects were instructed to make a response following each sound even if they were uncertain as to which group that sound belonged to. After the practice trials, the subjects were administered an 80-item test sequence. A 5-min break followed this first sequence, after which the subjects were run through two more practice series of the same stimulus set and then a second test sequence of 80 items. At the conclusion of this final phase of the experiment, the participants were asked to write down the strategies and criteria they had used in forming their groups.
A complete experimental session lasted approximately 40 min.
Results and Discussion Following Jusczyk et al. (1981) , only the data from the second 80-item test series were analyzed, since response patterns showed little difference between the two test sequences. The first phase of the analysis focused on the question of how consistent subjects were in assigning a given stimulus to a particular group. Inconsistent classifications would imply that the subjects had difficulty either in classifying certain sounds or remembering the groups they had formed, Following Jusczyk et al. (l9~H), the relative H statistic was used to measure the amount of uncertainty present in subjects' categories (Attneave, 1959; Garner, 1962) . In situations that involve equiprobable alternatives, H represents the minimum number of binary digits into which an event may be encoded. The consistency with which a subject classified a given stimulus is equivalent to I-ReI H, where ReI H = H/H max."
Single consistency scores for each of the eight stimuli within the four conditions were computed. These scores were then submitted to an ANDVA of a 3 (stimulus type) X 2 (rule) X 8 (sounds) mixed design, which revealed significant main effects for stimulus type [F(2,30) = 10.12, p < .001], and sounds [F(7,210) = 11.58, P < .001], and the interaction of these factors [F(14,21O) = 3.21, p < .001]. None of the remaining main effects or interactions approached significance. Post hoc analyses conducted according to the Tukey method (overall p < .05) revealed that subjects were more consistent in classifying the syllables than either of the truncated stimulus sets, which suggests that the former were more discriminable andlor easier to remember. The significant interaction was the result of the fact that subjects in the syllable condition were more accurate in maintaining their groups with only four of the sounds (viz. leb/, lidl, lodl, I~/) . More important, the overall consistency score of .70 (SD = .17) is acceptable. (Note that had all six subjects in a condition assigned a particular sound eight times to one group and two times to another, the consistency score for that sound would be only .28, a score well below the observed scores for all eight sounds.) Hence, it can be concluded that the subjects were able to consistently sort the stimuli into two groups.
Naturally, the data of greatest interest are those relevant to the kinds of groupings the subjects formed. For this purpose, we calculated the mean proportion of trials that fit the vowel-similarity and consonant-identity groupings for each condition. With respect to the syllable stimuli, none of the subjects employed a consonantidentity grouping, two subjects followed the vowelsimilarity pattern (i.e., syllables according to similarities in their final position. Four of the subjects tended to group the stimuli according to consonant-identity, although two of these subjects generally placed libl in the Idl group. It should be noted that subjects had the most difficulty in labeling this sound in our preliminary identification test. The other two subjects classified the sounds according to vowel similarities. The mean proportion of the responses for this condition that conform to a consonant-identity grouping is .78, whereas the mean proportion that follow a vowel-similarity grouping is .68.
6 These means do not differ significantly [t(5) < 1.0]. In view of the instructions to sort the stimuli according to similarities in their final position, it was somewhat surprising that two of the subjects did not employ consonant-identity groupings. This is probably due to the relatively brief portion of the sound containing formant transitions and also a result of the burstless construction of these stimuli. Malecot (1956) has reported a similar finding. Nevertheless, it seems clear not only that the vowels are salient in the syllables, but that the consonant information can also be abstracted. Since our principal question concerned the manner in which listeners process speech sounds containing only the transitional portion of the signal, classifications of the two sets of truncated stimuli were analyzed by examining responses with respect to three different classification strategies. Two of these correspond to phonetic rulesone based on consonant-identity in which a perfect grouping would distinguish between the Ibl and Idl sounds and the other to vowel similarities, a front-back vowel distinction (i.e., IiI, leI, vs. 10/,1'<1'/). An acoustic rule was also tested which split the stimuli into two equal groups according to the mean frequency of the second and third formants at offset. As noted previously, it was expected that if subjects were to apply an acoustic rule of this sort, then one group would be composed of lebl, lobI, lodl, and l'<1'bl and the other group would contain ledl, libl, lidl, and 1?1'd/. As is evident in Figure 1 , the acoustic rule accounts for a greater proportion of classifications in all four conditions. Neither the instructions [t(5) < 1.0] nor the stimulus sets [t(lO) < 1.0] significantly altered the classification patterns. Across all conditions, the mean proportions of responses sorted by consonant-identity, vowel similarity, and acoustic-similarity are .65, .78, and .83, respectively. Paired t tests were performed to test these differences. Both the acoustic and vowel rules were significantly better than the consonant-identity rule [vowel vs. consonant, t(23) = 5.31, P < .001; acoustic vs. consonant, t(23) = 12.37, P < .001]. Moreover, the acoustic rule was found to be significantly better in describing subjects' classifications than the vowel-similarity rule [t(23) = 3.39, P < .01]. Note that the high score observed for the vowel-similarity rule is probably attributable to its great overlap with the acoustic-similarity rule in the present case. If subjects consistently employed the acoustic-similarity rule, they would be scored correct on the vowel-similarity rule 75 % of the trials. Thus, it appears that subjects in the present experiment found that the acoustic similarities at offset provided the most salient means of grouping the truncated stimuli.
The present results, then, suggest that subjects in the earlier experiment by Jusczyk et al. (1981) might be more appropriately described as following an acoustic-similarity rule relating to overall pitch at offset, as opposed to a vowel-similarity rule. This tendency to group stimuli undergoing rapid spectral changes in terms of their offset frequencies has been observed in other contexts (e.g., Brady, House, & Stevens, 1961; Grunke & Pisoni, 1982; Shattuck & Klatt, 1976) .
Thus, it appears that acoustic similarities rather than phonetic similarities are the most salient factors in adults' classifications oftruncated speech stimuli. Nevertheless, it need not follow that phonetic information is unavailable in these truncated stimuli, although the rather poor fit ofthe consonant-identity rule to the data raises questions as to whether information about consonant identity really is available in the truncated VC stimuli. Only one of the 24 subjects in the present study could be classified as using a consonant-identity rule on at least 80% of the trials." However, it is possible that phonetic information, though less salient than acoustic information in such stimuli, is accessible to the listener under certain conditions. For example, a perceptual learning task may prove to be a more sensitive measure of the degree to which listeners can abstract certain kinds of structural relations (e.g., Grunke & Pisoni, 1982; Jusczyk et al., 1981) . Hence, the following experiment employed a perceptual :> learning task to evaluate whether invariant cues to phonetic identity were present in truncated segments of VC syllables.
EXPERIMENT 2
Although subjects do not spontaneously group the truncated stimuli according to consonant identity, they might still be able to abstract consonant information from these stimuli if required to do so explicitly. Specifically, if there is information available to the perceiver for a partitioning of the stimuli according to consonant identity, subjects should be able to learn to sort by this rule. In particular, if such stimuli contain invariant information about consonants that is psychologically meaningful, it should be easier to learn to sort by a consonant-identity rule than by an arbitrary one.
In Experiment 2, subjects were trained to group the eight vowel-consonant syllables, or truncated versions of these, according to four different classification schemes. Two of these were based on the phonetic properties of the sounds, that is, vowel similarity or consonant identity. A third rule, acoustic similarity, required the subjects to split the stimuli into two groups by distinguishing the high-frequency sounds at offset from the low ones. A fourth rule was devised which imposed an arbitrary organization on the stimuli and, therefore, could not be characterized by either phonetic or acoustic properties. This last rule served as a baseline condition, since the only way it could be learned was by memorizing the individual items belonging to a group. Thus, differences in the number of trials required to learn these phonetic and acoustic rules relative to the arbitrary rule should provide an index of the psychological status of these different classes of information. In addition, a second phase of this experiment looked at the speed with which subjects were able to employ these rules once learning had been achieved. It was expected that the reaction time data would provide converging evidence regarding the psychological status of the different groupings.
Method
Stimuli. The stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 1. Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduatesat the University of Oregon served as subjects in the experiment. All were native speakers of English and reported no history of either speech or hearing disorder. The subjects received either course credit or $6 for participating in the experiment.
Procedure. Each subject was tested individually in a subject station that allowed on-line presentation of the stimuli and recording of responses (see description in Experiment 1). An equal number of subjects (eight) were assigned randomly to each of the three stimulus conditions (i.e., full VC syllables, truncated full-formant stimuli, or truncated two-formant stimuli). Within a given stimulus condition, each subject was trained to sort the stimuli according to all four of the classification rules. These rules are presented in Table 2 .
The order of learning the four rules was counterbalanced within each condition. For each of the rules, the following procedure was employed. A subject was instructed that he or she would be hearing eight different sounds. Subjects in the syllable condition were told that the stimuli were synthetic speech sounds, whereas those in the truncated stimulus conditions were told that the stimuli were shortened versions of speech sounds. The subjects were informed that four of these sounds constituted Group 1 and that the other four were the members of Group 2. The subject's task was to learn to assign each stimulus to its designated group. The experimenter then presented the four sounds that belonged to Group 1 at a rate of one sound every 2 sec. Following a 5-sec pause, the four members of Group 2 were played. The instructions were then repeated, and the groups demonstrated a second time. Following this, a training period was conducted in which each of the eight stimuli were played three times in a random order at a rate of one stimulus every 4 sec. The subjects were instructed to press one of two response buttons, depending on which group each stimulus was perceived to belong to. The ordering of the buttons was counterbalancedacross subjects. Feedback was provided by a light that would come on above the correct group 2.5 sec after the stimulus had been presented. Any response made after the feedback light had gone on was counted as incorrect. The light would go off after 1.0 sec, thus leaving .5 sec in which the subject could prepare for the next sound.
A subject was deemed to have successfully learned a given rule if he or she responded correctly on at least 20 of the 24 training trials. If the subject fell below this criterion, the procedure was repeated. Once again, the two demonstration sets were played, followed by another block of 24 trials. Testing continued in this manner for each rule until either a subject learned the rule or four unsuccessful training blocks had been completed. In the latter circumstance, testing on the rule was terminated. Whenever a subject did succeed in learning a particular rule, he or she was immediately tested on the corresponding speeded classification task. The subject was instructed to continue assigning the sounds to their appropriate groups and told that the response times would also be measured. Thus, the subject was encouraged to respond as quickly as possible while maintaining accuracy. No feedback was provided regarding the correctness of responses during the speeded classification tasks. An 80-item test block was composed of 10 series of the eight sounds. The stimuli were randomized within a series and were spaced at 4-sec intervals. No response was recorded if the subject failed to respond within 3 sec.
Following completion of testing with the first rule (after either the speeded classification task or four unsuccessful training blocks), the subjects were given a 5-min break before the entire process was repeated for a second rule. To reduce fatigue effects, the subjects were required to return the following day for testing with the third and fourth rules. An entire experimental session took approximately 1 112 h-45 min each day. nearly the opposite was true (viz, it was easier in the twoformant condition than in the syllable condition). It was also observed that both the vowel-similarity and arbitrary rules were learned more successfully in the syllable condition than in the full-formant condition.
The speeded classification results exhibited much the same pattern as the learning results. The mean reaction times for those rules which were learned to criterion by at least two subjects are given in parentheses in Table 3 . One-way ANOVAs with repeated measures were conducted separately for each stimulus type. All three analyses attained significance [syllable, F(3,21) = 10.45, P < .001; full-formant, F(2,12) = 4.99, P < .05; twoformant, F(2,14) = 8.86. P < .01]. Post hoc comparisons were again conducted with the Tukey method (overall p < .05 for each condition). Paralleling the learning results, the vowel-similarity and acoustic rules produced faster reaction times than the consonant-identity rule and did not differ from each other for either of the truncated stimulus types. For the syllables, comparisons between the vowel-similarity rule and the other rules are not particularly informative because the vocalic portion of the stimulus is available 260 msec sooner than the formant transitions. Indeed, the mean RTs for two of the subjects in this condition were less than 265 msec. However, the other comparisons in the syllable condition are appropriate and revealed, consistent with the learning results, that the arbitrary grouping was significantly slower than either the consonant-identity rule or the acoustic rule, which did not differ from each other. Table 3 presents the number of subjects who learned the four different sorting rules for each condition. All of the subjects who heard the syllables were able to learn the vowel rule; 75 % were successful in mastering the acoustic and consonant rules. Only two subjects learned the arbitrary rule to criterion. For both types of truncated stimuli, subjects were most successful with the vowel and acoustic rules. The number who reached criterion with the consonant rule was considerably less-three subjects in the full-formant condition and only two in the twoformant condition. One of these subjects in the latter condition also successfully completed training with the arbitrary rule.
As displayed in Figure 2 , the number of errors made during training serves as an index of perceptual learning. It is obvious that subjects tended to experience less difficulty with the vowel and acoustic rules. To verify this, the error data for individual subjects were submitted to an ANOVA of a 3 (stimulus type) x 4 (classification rule) mixed design. The main effect for stimulus type approached significance [F(2,21) = 3.07, P < .10], and there was a highly significant main effect for rule [F(3,63) = 45.96, P < .001]. Furthermore, there was also a significant interaction between these two factors [F(6,63) = 3.39, P < .01]. Post hoc comparisons based on the Tukey method (overall p < .05) establish that a number of factors contribute to this interaction. First, consider the ease with which the various rules were learned. The vowel-similarity rule proved to be easier to learn than either the consonant-identity or arbitrary rules for all three stimulus types. In addition, the vowel-similarity rule was superior to the acoustic rule for the syllable stimuli, whereas there were no significant differences between these two rules for either of the truncated stimulus types. Hence, the acoustic rule was significantly better than either the consonant-identity or arbitrary rules for the truncated stimuli. Finally, the consonant-identity rule was superior to the arbitrary rule with both the syllables and truncated full-formant stimuli, but there was no difference between the rules with the truncated two-formant stimuli.
Comparisons across the three stimulus types revealed an interesting tendency. The consonant-identity rule was learned more easily in the syllable condition than in either truncated speech condition, whereas for the acoustic rule The present experiment sought to determine whether truncated portions of VC syllables contain sufficient information to specify phonetic (and, in particular, consonant) identity to the perceiver. To the extent that subjects were better able to learn to group the syllables and truncated full formants more easily with the consonantidentity and vowel-similarity rules than with the arbitrary rule, it would seem reasonable to conclude that there is some psychologically relevant invariant phonetic information available in these stimuli. The organization of the stimuli into groups according to shared vowel-similarity or consonant-identity provided subjects with an advantage over a purely arbitrary grouping. Note that the superior performance of subjects with the consonant-identity rule, as compared with their performance with the arbitrary rule, cannot be ascribed to greater overlap with the acoustic-similarity rule. Both the consonant-identity and arbitrary rules overlapped with the acoustic-similarity rule to the same extent. Thus, it seems likely that the organization provided by the consonant-identity rule does convey some psychologically relevant advantage to the perceiver.
In contrast to Jusczyk et al. 's (1981) results with CV stimuli, the consonant-identity rule proved more difficult to learn than the vowel-similarity rule for all three types of stimuli. One likely explanation for these results is that the VC syllables in the present study were all burstless stops. It is a well-known finding that stops without bursts in syllable-final positions are less well perceived than those with release bursts (Malecot, 1956) . Similarly, in their attempt to isolate acoustic invariants for stops, Blumstein and Stevens (1979) found that sampling across the burst portion of the sound greatly increased the percentage of final position /d/s, which were matched to their /d/-template. Nevertheless, the present results with burstless stops do provide some encouragement to those looking for invariant cues to identity of final stops.
Consistent with the earlier results of Jusczyk et al. (1981) with two-formant patterns, there was no indication that subjects in the present study learned the consonant-identity rule appreciably better than they did the arbitrary one. Hence, the presence of energy in the first formant region seems to be a necessary part of any invariant cues to consonant identity.
Although there may be perceptually accessible information about consonant-identity in the syllables and truncated full-formant stimuli, it certainly is not the most salient type of information. Across all three types of stimuli, the vowel-identity rule proved easier to learn than the consonant-identity rule. Similarly, for both sets of truncated stimuli, a rule based on acoustic-similarity at offset proved to be significantly easier to learn than the consonant-identity rule. There are a number of factors which may have contributed to the greater salience of the vowel-similarity and acoustic-similarity rules. Certainly with respect to the VC syllables, the vocalic portion is longer and louder than the consonantal portion. However, there are, clearly, other important factors responsible for the saliency of the vowel-similarity grouping, since it is found even with the truncated stimulus sets where there is no durational advantage for the vowel over the consonant. One possible explanation for the ease with which the vowel-similarity rule was learned across all stimulus types is that there are two different types of structural properties that could be used to form stimulus groupings that conform to this rule. Thus, in addition to a phonetic division of the stimuli into front and back vowels, there is a potential acoustic basis for the same groupings. In particular, a division of the stimuli according to the mean of the second and third formant frequencies at onsetwould produce the same kinds of groups as a phonetic division according to front versus back vowels. Hence, it is possible that, across the different stimulus types, different subjects may have been using different information to learn the same rule.
The fact that the acoustic-similarity rule was so readily learned, especially with the truncated stimuli, is consistent with findings from a number of other studies dealing with nonspeech stimuli. In particular, this rule grouped the stimuli according to acoustic-similarity at offset. Thus, Brady et al. (1961) found that subjects were most likely to match a comparison tone to the offset frequencies of stimuli undergoing rapid spectral changes. Similarly, in a study employing nonspeech sine-wave stimuli, Grunke and Pisoni (1982) found that subjects were considerably more adept at learning to group these stimuli according to their offset characteristics than according to their onset characteristics. In this respect, it is worth noting that subjects seemed to encounter the most difficulty in learning the acoustic-similarity rule when the stimuli were the most speechlike, that is, with the syllables.
In the overall pattern of results, there was some suggestion that the phonetic rules were easier to learn, the more speechlike the stimuli were, and conversely, the acoustic rule was easier, the more nonspeechlike the stimuli were. Closer inspection of the error data provided some additional support for this contention. Most subjects who listened to the full-formant stimuli had difficulty reaching criterion for the acoustic rule because they kept producing groups that followed a vowel-similarity rule. The opposite was true for the two-formant stimuli, namely, these subjects often erred in learning the vowelsimilarity rule because they kept splitting the stimuli according to the acoustic similarities of offset. This tendency was verified in an ANOV A on the error data, which showed the expected three-way interaction between stimulus set, rule, and sounds [F(7,98) = 10.50, p < .01].
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present study provides support for the notion that brief segments at the offsets of VC syllables contain psychologically relevant invariant cues to stop-consonant identity. The fact that subjects were able to master a classification rule based on consonant identity more readily than an arbitrary grouping rule suggests that there is some special psychological status to an organization that partitions the stimuli according to consonant identity. However, it need not follow that the perceiver directly extracts the relevant phonetic categories in performing the task. Rather, it is sufficient that the perceiver focus on acoustic properties of the signal which are highly correlated with phonetic categories. It is a description of these properties which might be forthcoming in the new approaches recently employed in analyzing the speech signal (e.g., Blumstein & Stevens, 1980; Kewley-Port, 1983; Kewley-Port & Luce, 1984; Searle et al., 1979; Zwicker et al., 1979) .
It is possible that performance on the truncated stimuli in the present study would have improved had release bursts been included. We elected not to include release bursts for several reasons. First, release bursts are often absent in fluent conversational speech and the listener still must detect the cues for consonant identity for such utterances. Second, the short time windows employed in some of the acoustic analyses to date (e.g., 26 msec for Blumstein & Stevens, 1980) would make it virtually impossible to include information about both final formant transitions and bursts, since these are separated by 30-50 msec of silence (corresponding to vocal tract closure) in natural speech. Thus, the only alternative would be to employ truncated segments of considerably longer duration (on the order of 80-90 msec) than some of the proposed templates. Ultimately, even if longer duration templates proved more successful, it would still be necessary to explain how consonant-identity is extracted from unreleased segments.
Although the present study offers some encouragement to those searching for psychologically relevant invariant cues for stop consonants in a syllable-final position, any optimism here must be tempered by the relatively low salience of classification according to consonant identity. What tendency there was for subjects to employ an organization consistent with consonant identity emerged only under conditions in which they were explicitly instructed to do so. Even here, subjects' performance levels were considerably below those observed by Jusczyk et al. (1981) for CV stimuli. In particular, Jusczyk et al. found that for truncated full-formant stimuli performance with the consonant-identity rule was equivalent to that with the vowel-similarity rule, whereas in the present case performance with the consonant-identity rule was significantly worse than that with either the vowel-similarity rule or the acoustic-similarity rule. Whether the lower salience of the consonant-identity rule for VC stimuli is a consequence of weaker invariant cues in syllable-final position overall or only in the formant transition interval that we examined is difficult to say.
Lastly, there is an interesting pattern to the classification that subjects found most salient. With respect to the truncated stimuli, a classification according to acoustic similarity was the most prevalent. Given the confounding of this classification scheme with a vowel-similarity one in the study by Jusczyk et al. (1981) , it seems likely that subjects in that study may also have been utilizing an acoustic-similarity organization, at least for the truncated two-formant stimuli. However, as the present study also indicates, there is a tendency for subjects to prefer, and employ more readily, classifications corresponding to phonetic groupings as the stimuli become more speechlike. Thus, the ability of subjects to learn the consonantidentity rule showed a marked improvement as the stimuli progressed from truncated two-formant representations to truncated full-formant representations to VC syllables. In this regard, the addition of information presumably redundant to stimulus pairs, such as identical first-formant transitions, evidently plays an important role in determining the favored perceptual classification. Sawusch and Nochajski (1985; also Sawusch, in press) have observed a similar phenomenon in the perception of glissandos, whereby the addition of a redundant glissando decreased reaction times in a variety of sorting tasks. They have hypothesized that the addition of redundant information yields patterns of "emergent features" which make certain stimulus distinctions more discriminable. The inclusion of the additional formant transitions with the truncated full-formant stimuli may have had a similar effect in the present study. In any event, it is obvious that the context in which the critical stimulus differences (in this case the second-and third-formant transitions) are set dramatically affects the preferred perceptual organization of the stimuli (see Foard & Kemler Nelson, 1984 , for a general argument along these lines).
